
n “A Byte of Fresh
Apple” (January 1790)
I presented a view of computers

In no area of application
is this more true or impor-

tant than with  sound and music

as f&ndations on which third-party 1 (Sm4..  .love that abbreviation). S&M
developers build the user environment. place extremely stringent demands on

The decisions made by the computers’ a personal computer system, especially

designers both empower and limit the
data with

, With that in mind, I examined the mo-
-_

tivations and innovations of Apple Computer, the
makers of the Macintosh, currently the predominant
machine in the U.S. for S&M.  This month 1’11 take a
look in the door of NeXT, Inc.: the latest wunderkind
to grab the headlines, and see the ‘what and why” (as
NeXT’s  Bob Fraik puts it) of the company’s ap-
preach  to s&M.

playback at a 22/44.lkHz  sample mte through a pair
of gold-plated RCA connectors, a stereo mini jack and
a small monitor speaker, a speechquality (8kHz  &Fample
rate)A/D converter; and a Motorola 56001 DSP chip.

This chip is the same one used in many digital audio
systems, from Digidesign’s Sound Accelerator card

to WaveFrame’s  AudioFrame.  A fast 12chan-

megabytes of RAM are standard, as is an optical
disk drive that holds 220.MB removable cartridges.
The sound hardware consists of: stereo 16-bit audio

essentially puts the power of a mainframe com-
puter on a desktop, perfect for supporting the trend

toward more graphically and sonically oriented user

(Left): When coupled with an extemal  A/D converter, such as Metoresearch’s  Digitat Ears: the NeXT  becomes
a diiital audio workstation capable  of recording, playback and ediing of CD-quality digital audio. (lop): The
NeXT computer system. (Above):  The motherboard in the NeXT computer, containing both the Motorola 95001
diiital signal processing chip and the Motorola 68030 microprocessor.

interfaces, as well as enables musicians
access to tools formerly found only in
academic computer music facilities.

Composer/programmer DavidJaffe
is one of the migrants to NeXT’s  S&M
team from CCRWZ.  “Up until now,
computer music has been partitioned
into a couple of categories,” Jaffe ex-
plains. *On the one hand, there’s
studio computer music [traditional aca-
demic computer music studios, which
are primarily based around mainframe
or minicomputers] in which you have
all this control over the sound itself,
but the gestural control is limited be-
cause of not being able to do things
in real time. And you have the MIDI
synthesizers with the gestural control,
but the timbral  fine-tuning is limited
becau.se the machines are hard-wired
to do one thing, and they only bring
out a few buttons. So putting it all in
one computer enables you to get at
both levels.

“Another division is between
sampled sound (or concrete) and
synthesis. In the industry, samplers are
sort of hybrid things anyway. In a pure
sampler you hit a key and it plays this
recording, but now when you have a
machine that can play Beethoven’s
Fijlh  S~vnphony  or some sample of

long duration, these distinctions break
down even further. The way it is now,
you have a synthesizer and it does one
thing: One does FM, another does
sampling. In the ca.se  of the NeXT
computer, you can design your own
algorithms, which used to be some-
thing you’d only do in a research
facility. Nova,  experimenting with new
algorithms can be an application in
itself. We expect an explosion of
invention of new algorithms.”

Dana Massie, an original member
of the S&v group now at E-mu Sys-
tems, says, ‘Visualization and audio
are natural ways to communicate and
express things, and this is a platform
to help do that. I think that rock’n’roll
is information; it’s a form of commu-
nication. We expect there will be a lot
of very specific applications: voice
mail, speech communications, play-
back of high-quality recordings, gen-
erating high-quality music from
scratch, processing recorded music,
archival recordings of famous people
in history...There’ll  be applications in
hypermedia, where you’ll be able to
have a songbook  or a biography of a
musician and see pictures of the
musicians, or click on the song lyrics
and hear individual phrdses of the

song played back. Ultimately, the
distinctions of the machine as a re-
corder or processor or mixer or syn-
thesizer are all going to blur.”

“Music  is something that we all have
a big interest in,” operating system
programmer Gregg Kello_<g states, “so
perhaps we all focus on that in our
designs, but we don’t design in restric-
tions on programming for any appli-
cations. The computer is intended for
the users out there to do with what
they want, and we expect that will
change the way we look at this thing
in the long run. There’s a bigger push
toward v%ualization  and being able
to have the computer work in more
ways than letting you read some text
and sort through some things. Three-
dimensional color graphics are ways
for people to be able to solve prob-
lems without having  to get into the de-
tails of problems themselves, and
sound is a natural extension of that
kind of idea as u-ell. Sound and music
is a lot broader than we really know.
Having DSP on the CPU board. for ex-
ample, means n’e start getting to a
whole new class of speech generation
or recognition -wft\vare that we really
couldn’t do before.”

The NeXT software ream (includ-
ing the S&M group) is using a two-
pronged approach to maximizing the
considerable capabilities of the llard-
ware. First, the system software is
designed to be as efficient as possible
through teleological laziness. i.e., don’t
do any work that’s not absolutely
necessary.

Efficient execution is achieved by
dynamic loading and scheduling.
Given a limited amount of DSP
memory, careful management is re-
quired to assure that the right sounds
are there when the score calls for them.
Dynamic loading means instruments
that aren’t being used at a given time
will happily surrender their memoq
to an instrument that is about to be
played and isn’t already in menloT.
When necessary, sounds are shuffled
to facilitate collecting fragments of
unused memory into the largest
chunks possible.

Since the DSP is usually able to out-
pace the CPU, a large buffer exists be-
tw-een  the nvo to keep the DSP from
constantly distracting the CPU with re-
quests for something to do. The CPU
can fill the buffer in one fell swoop
with messages for the DSP that con-
tain an action to be performed and a
time at which it should be done. With
this schedule in place, the DSP can

compute samples as far ahead of the
score as it wants and output each at
its indicated time. The _ystem can var)
how far ahead of the real time the DSP
runs to accommodate different circum-
stances: With real-time control input
(such as MIDI controllers), the DSP
must be kept from running so far
ahead of real time that it has already
computed samples that should be
affected by the real-time  controls. Real-
time control and score events can be
integrated in the schedule.

The operating system, 3iach,  is a
key player in making sure that data is
where it’s needed at the time that it’s
needed. According to Kellogg, !&ch
‘is a variant of Unix  that provides  much
better messaging facilities [than Unix1
and also control over virtual memory
resources, which is a key in our strat-
egy for dealing with a lot of sound
files.” Vinual memory is a system in
which mass storage, such as disks, are
treated by the computer as if it was
onboard  I&+1.

“The key is that we don’t do any
more I;0 than we need to,’ Kellogg
points out. “We  delay all the copying
of data until we need it.” Think of it
like this: I want a peanut butter sand-
wich delivered to my house in San
Francisco from my favorite restaurant
in Boston, but I need to decide how
I want the sandwich cut in half. I could
have it sent by overnight express mail,
examine it, and express it back for the
chef to cut and express back to me,
but by then the sandwich nwould  get
stale. .4 better approach. suggests DSP
programmer Julius Smith, is to “fax
pictures of the peanut butter sandwich
and not actually grab it until you’re
going to eat it.” The pictures of the
sandwich are messages passed on the
network that describe the file in
question.

Musically speaking. you could
decide to change the arrangement of
a song from .4-B-A to A-.4-B. and the
structure of the song will have been
significantly altered. HowelTer. it is not
until the song is actually played that
any resources (in this case, a musician
and instrument) are required to real-
ize these alterations.

Lee Boynton is another key player
on the S&.+1  team, who has also done
extensive music programming on the
Macintosh at IRC431  (the renowned
French computer music faciliv)  and
MIT. He places great importance on
Mach for music and sound work for
the reason that, “With enough work,
anybody can build a tool that helps

you build an application easier. But
as far as basic operating system sup-
pott,  that’s one of the things you can’t
really change. Having the basic func-
tionality that 5lach  provides, [espe-
cially] in the virtual memory system,
gives you a nice model. It makes a lot
of things a lot more reasonable.”
Besides which, adds Boynton. “I like
peanut butter.”

The second prong of the approach
is providing comprehtlnsive  mid-level
tools for building applications. This is
one place where Jobs’ lessons learned
from the 31acintosh  come into play.
Although the Mac embodies a high
degree of flexibility, it is a bear to pro-
gram (and a grizzly at that), not be-
cause it does not ofier good system
support,  but because the tools
(Managers and Toolbox) are all at the
lowest level. There is no inherent me-
chanism for cresting ‘primiti\.es”  (al-
though there is hl3c4pp,  a developer’s
toolkit available separately, which
largely achie\.es  this aim). Primitives
can be thought of as system-level mac-
ros or batch files, or even extensions
to the operating system, vvhich create
a level of control just above the lolvest
by executing a sequence of assembly
language routines that accomplish an
oft-needed, low-level task.

,?;eX”T’s  system sofnsare is built in
layers so engineers can quickly and
easily create applications  using mid-
level tools without mitigating access
to the lowest-level nuts and bolts for
those situations that demand it. The
layers look like this (going  roughly
from lowest level to highest): DSP
sohare,  %!ach  (the operating system),
XeST Step and the object-oriented
toolkits.

Tne  DSP sohvare  has two layers
of its own. The unit generator layer is
based on the model introduced in
Music V-I,  a language for programming
music created in the 1960s by com-
puter music pioneer .Ilax Mathews and
several colleagues at Bell Laboratories
[see ,tfi~, December 19841. In that
scheme, “instruments” are formed by
configuring and connecting single-
function software modules in an
approach reminiscent of analog
modular synthesis or. to give a more
recent example, Digidesign’s Tur-
bos~~tzth  for the Macintosh. Alodule
functions include oscillators, filters,
mixers and basic arithmetic.

As with any modular system, flexi-
bilic is the byword. which means that
virtually any synthesis algorithm can
be implemented: additive, FM, Kar-

plus-Strong and many
others. Unlike Music V,
however, which chugged
through the score com-
puting one sample at a
time, the unit generator
software on the NeXT
machine computes eight
samples each pass. The
down side is that enve-
lope breakpoints are only
computed at the begin-
ning of each pass, but lin-
ear interpolation be-
tween breakpoints at the
sample rate compen-
sates; thus, true sampling-
rate envelopes are pro-
duced. Also bundled with
every NeXT system is
Ariel Corporation’s BUG-
56, the first symbolic de-
bugging software de-
signed specifically for
DSP. This package makes
use of the NeXT’s visual
interface to simplify cod-
ing for the 56001.

NeX7Step  is a set of
programs-Application
Kit, Interface Builder,
Objective C, Workspace
Manager and Oispla_v
PostScript--that sit ‘on
top” of Mach and allow
an application to be built
that encompasses DSP
software, the Music and
Sound Kits, and the user

NeXT’s Interface
Builder being used
to design a
sectionofa4
channel mixer.

Udng  the Motorola
56001 digitat
signal processing
chip within the
NeXT system, the
MonsterScope
application is dis-
playing a 440Ht
sine wave in
Oscilloscope and
Spectrum
Analyzer farmats.

interface.



NeXTStep,  with the exception of
the toolkits, has also been licensed by
IBM, presumably for use in its future
machines. In fact. future machines are
as much the target of NeXTStep  as the
current NeXT machine, according to
Massie.  Ne4YTStep’s  p rog rams ,  he
asserts, uare  based on many years of
experience with graphical user inter-
face programming hnguages.  We tried
to come up with the next generation
[of system software; that might last on
hardware platforms for the next ten
or 15 years. Ten years is a pretty rea-
sonable lifetime for a major computer
[sobare]  architecture.” By this meas-
ure, the original IBM PC architecture
has reached the end of the line, and
the Macintosh architecture is‘ about
hfiay  through.

The  NeXT architecture (i .e. ,
NeXTStep),  then, has not yet begun
its lifetime and wilI offer significant ad-
vantages over previous software ap-

proaches to last well into the future-

at least that’s the fervent hope of
NeXT’s programmers. Perhaps the
feature with the most promise of
fulfilling this potential is NeXTStep’s
portability. An application written on
the Ne_XT  machine using NeXTStep
can, theoretically, be ported to an IBM
machine running NeXTStep,  recom-
piled, and run with all its graphic31
interface features intact. Of course, ap
plications  that are heavily dependent
on special-purpose hardware, such as
sound and music software employing
the NeXT machine’s DSP chip, can’t
run without appropriate hardware and
the requisite software interfaces to it.

Nonetheless, NeXIStep represents
3 significant step fonvard  in sirnplti-
ing the task of building a usable
application. For example, Interface
Builder allows 3 programmer to cre-
ate a user interface by pulling graphic
objects like buttons, sliders and fields
off a palette and arranging and resizing
them on the screen, and then linking

Audio Add-Ons for
the NeXT Computer
Already a few interesting third-party
products have appeared for NeXT.
Perhaps the most innovative is the
DM-N digital microphone from
Ariel Corp. of Highland Park, N.J.
It contains a pair of Prim0 capsules
(mounted in an X-Y cardioid  con-
figuration) that directly feed a
Motorola 56ADc  sigma-delta ana-
log-to-digital converter. The DM-
N’s output connects to the NeXT’s
DSP port. Two mini-jacks on the
back of the mic offer the option of
substituting any line-level source
for either or both of the  microphone
capsule outputs. The DM-N pro-
vides 3 signal to the NeXT that is
already in the digital domain and
theoretically suffers no degradation
from the cable run connecting it to
the computer.

Ariel is working on an ARS/EBU
format of the microphone, as well
as plug-in DSP cards for NeXT and
other devices that will connect to
its DSP port. Ariel’s BUG-% sym-
bolic DSP code debugger is already

7

them to the actual application code
and defining how they should act. The
“look and feel” of an application can
be evaluated quickly before the actual
code is written, thus shifting program-
ming effort back to the specific code
that accomplishes the application’s
purpose. ‘Interface Builder,” Boynton
says, “is like H~petcurd  squared or
cubed.”

Objective C is an object-oriented
implementation of the powerful,
popular C programming language.
With this, programmers fluent in C can
instantly begin using object-oriented
programming techniques. Since Inter-
face Builder is written in Objective C,
it is extensible: You can design your
own user-interface objects, say. a V’U
meter, then put them on a palette and
use them in your applications.

Sound and Music Kits are libraries
of Objective C routines from which
sound and music applic3tions  will be
built on NeXT. ‘The distinction is that

sound is analogous to bitmaps in
graphics or to samples (in sampling
instruments), the kind of ‘raw form,‘”
Jaffe explains. *You  could say it has
311 the detaii  but not vety  much struc-
ture. The Sound Kit supports an ob-
ject interface to the sound capabilities
of the computer.’ Through Sound Kit
routines, basic operations  like record-
ing, playback, display and editing are
accomplished. Sounds can also be
moved on and off the ‘pasteboard,”
NeXT’s  version of the Macintosh clip
board. Sound Kit even provides for
viewing sounds in several different
representations, including waveform
display and spectrograms. In other
words, the basic sound editing func-
tions we expect from sample editing
programs 3re present in the SeXTs
system software, and, using Interface
Builder’s links to the Sound Kit, a basic
recording/editing/playb3ck  applica-
tion could be constructed without
writing a single line of program code.
Further, 3 NeXT sound file can even
be instructions for the DSP to synthe-
size 3 sound, rather than making use
of actual samples. And, since the
sound file itself is an object that
“knows” whether it is made up of
samples or code, the application

needn’t make any distinction when ad-
dressing sound objects.

The Alusic Kit implements objects
that embody concepts of musical
structure, such as scores, pans and
notes, as well 3s orchestration31 ele-
ments like instruments, performers
and conductors. It also provides access
to the NeXT machine’s DSP for doing
vinually  any kind of synthesis, from
wavetable,  FM and additive to other
rarer, more exotic beasu.  Fine control
of sounds benefits immeasurably from
the nature of object-oriented program-
ming, which endows each object with
a sort of “cultural* or “genetic” knowl-
edge about its capabilities.

“There’s 3 note object that is bas-
ically 3 package of paMmeters,  as in
Music V, v\.here  parameters are things
like frequency and amplitude, but an
application  can design its own par3m-
eters that can be ‘type of reed’ or
whntever,*  Music Kit author Jaffe
states. *There’s also the idea that the
parameters themselves are just infor-
mation. like a property list, and it’s the
consumer of that information that
assigns the semantics to it. So, for
example, to 3 wind instrument 3
brightness parameter might mean to
blow harder, and to 3 stringed instru-

ment it means to press harder on the
bow, etc. The note object contains
information that some interpreter will
analyze somehow. That interpreter
either responds to that message or not,
and, if not. it just ignores it. If he doesn’t
know what brightness is, he just
doesn’t pay attention: if he’s interested
in it, he looks for it and does what he
wants with  it.*  Using  this approach, a
composition (or 3 sound effect) could
be orchestnted by deciding on the
sound’s timbral evolution for 3 given
part, then applying that to various in-
strument sounds until the most appeal-
ing choice is found.

The Music Kit, of course, can deal
expertly with  MIDI vi3 MIDI objects,
providing 3 deeper and broader rep-
resentation of performance that in-
cludes MIDI  3s 3 subset. There need
be no distinction m3de  bemeen  play-
ing sounds generated by the onboard
DSP and playing them on MIDI svn-
thesizers. There is even a MIDI file
object that allows the ,NeST machine
to read st3ndard  MIDI files ;is scores.

What the Music Kit doesn’t encom-
pass is notation and gntphic  represen-
tations, which, of course, is where
Interface Builder comes in again.
Clearly, the components of the NeXT
machine’s system software are in-
tended to be highly integrated nvith
each other.

GREAT. SO WHERE
ARE WE IN ALL THIS?
Massie’s analysis of computer lifetimes
fits ni:h the current state of affairs: As
of this writing. Macintosh is in full flow-
er and boasts many applications  for
music and sound, while NeST  has no
off-the-shelf music and sound appli-
cations softvvare  a\Tailable  to speak of.
But SeLT has 3 greater conception of
how a computer should deal with mu-
sic and sound, reflecting develop-
ments pioneered by the Mac. And one
can confidently gamble that Apple is
aware of this and is working on its nex7
generation th3t will  be introduced
around the time the N&T machine at-
tains 3 le\Tel  of maturity. The onboard
capabilities of machines like these
make them potent plrrtforms for build-
ing 3 music and sound working envi-
ronment sufficently  complete to con-
sider besto\ving  un it that now over-
used buzzv\uord:  WORKSTATIOS! n

W%ert  not pe~ornting  with Phmt_w,
Larry  Oppvthcinter  works as a con-
sultatt!andsotcndengintvrin  the San
Frunct3co  Bay  .4rra.


